Oasis commissioned consumer
research to find out Brits’ real
feelings towards festivals.
It turns out that the rain is our biggest UK music festival
bugbear. Despite this, fans say they prefer events based in
this country, with 78% choosing UK events over those abroad.

Top festival bugbears

1.

4.
7.

Rain and the
associated fallout
(mud) – 61%
Missing acts on
other stages – 18%
Fetching drinks and
missing out on the
action – 12%

2.

5.
8.

The loos and
queuing for the
loos - 55%
Losing friends
– 15%
Line up let
downs – 11%

3.
6.
9.

Dressing for the
unpredictable
weather – 22%
Losing my place
in the crowd – 13%
Dehydration – 6%

In an effort to address Brits’ top festival frustrations, Oasis has invented a
festival fashion must-have

How to use the Oasis ‘Mighty Macs’

Step 1

Do your very best
rain dance and allow
the rainwater to
collect in the funnel.

Step 2

Hold a cup under the
left sleeve. Turn on the
‘tap’ inside the sleeve
and let the rainwater
trickle into your
waiting vessel.

Step 3

Add a few drops of
Oasis Mighty Drops to
your water and glug
away.

Tips on HOW TO
stylE your Mac

1. Hippie Chic

Keen to embrace the
Boho look? Treat
yourself to a fancy
floral crown to give
the Mac a soft and
feminine vibe.

2. Practically en Vogue

Channel your inner
fashionista by teaming
your Mac with a pair
of designer wellies.
And don’t forget
your oversized sunnies
whatever the weather.

About Oasis
Mighty Drops
Oasis Mighty Drops are
the perfect way to add a
fruity and refreshing kick
to water anywhere, any
time. Just add a few of the
super-concentrated drops
to your bottle or glass
of water. Choose from
three tasty varieties: Mixed
Berry, Raspberry Lemonade
and Mango Tropical.

3. Glitz n Glam

No festival look is
complete without a
flash of glitter to glam
up your outfit. When it
comes to application,
remember more is more.

